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Adf alongside Invasian boy dem LISTEN
And we must big up all crew big up all crew
Big up small crew small crew
I'm about to raise it raise it up
POWER TO THE SMALL MASSIVE! x 4
This one goes out to the people
Under pressure Under ground
Out to the voiceless to the restless
Stirring the nation with their sound
Can you feelin the vibe generate new energy
Got to rise up from the ashes got to restart history
Power 2 U if you wanna break loose
Don't care what wot they say I'm gonna refuse
On dancefloor gonna work raw to the core
4 Ma peeps dem small demma raise uproar
More, jump move around
Listen da sound better underground

Come inna de place n u wanna get down
White black brownmassi we're bound
Power to all crew
Beliefs and virtues
Doun what u do
Survivin stay true
Release the pressure
More is by lesser
Nuttin can test ya
Rave for good measure
POWER TO THE SMALL MASSIVE x4
No need to separate, instigate 2 minds
Freedom of speech think ur robbin' us blind
All ur facts is Fiction try 2 misguide the signs
Coz it's ur time fall n it's our time to shine

Power to the small massive
Get up it's time to get active
We come with a brand new style
Invasian on the mike u need to
Open your mind in order to survive
Accept the fact next generation has arrived
POWER TO THE SMALL MASSIVE x4
You had the warning warning but you just stepped back into line
Misinformation overload slamming brakes on your mind
Reversing evolution further and further back in time
But when the world creeps up behind you you can't cover your eyes
Lightning conductors
Volcanic eruptors
Stealing your thunder
We're watchin' you all
The spirit that guides us
Is burning inside us
Flowing between us
Give it up for the small
Power to the small massive
Get up it's time to get active
We come with a brand new style
Invasian on the mike u need to
Open your mind in order to survive



Accept the fact next generation has arrived
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